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    01. Sunrire (3:36)   02. Take me Away (4:20)   03. Diggin the Atmosphere (4:28)    04. A
Saturday Afternoon (5:55)   05. Sunny (3:50)   06. One World (5:32)   07. Gate 7 (5:12)   08.
Thank God it's Friday (4:26)   09. God Bless the Child (5:06)   play    10. From Jazz to James
(6:57)   11. We are all Children of this World (4:32)   12. New Horizons (4:14)    
play
  
 Personnel:  Gregory Borino (guitars, vocals),  Thomas Sansone (sax, flute, vocals),   Thomas
Borino (piano, keyboards, organ, vocals),   Dave Ramsey (drums),  Donnell Roberts (bass),  
Asher Delerme (percussion),   Randy Bost (trumpet, flugelhorn).    

 

  

New Horizons is the 7th CD from Airborne, the multi-cultural contemporary jazz group from New
Haven CT USA. Its Smooth Jazz theme rides on the successful inspiration of their last Chart
Topping CD Winds of Change . Groove music with depth and character that is captivating and
entrancing. Joyful Jazz with a Message! The CD also expands the artistic World Fusion motif of
their 2007 release of Turbulence and regenerates the soulful energy of their 2004 release of
Heavy Vibes with its Latin grooves and R&B vocal arrangements. And for the first time Airborne
has released a CD covering two great R&B Classics. Inserting the Airborne sound to Sunny
written by Bobby Hebb and God Bless the Child by the amazing Billie Holiday. Giving this a
unique pleasure for fans that know in Airborne concerts there is always crowd pleasing R&B
vocal tunes mixed with the Airborne jazz compositions that rock the house. The music of
Airborne reminds and encourages us that we can create a new world of peace. One world of
people searching and waiting for a sunrise of happiness that s just over the new horizons. In
ancient times the word Horizons meant across the World. Airborne s hope for a new world is
present in this CD. Remembering we are all part of One World, One People searching for
Peace! The emotion and passion of Airborne is a musical healer who keeps us closer to the
light of truth and opens are senses to hear and feel that glorious message of love and
compassion. Airborne shines a smile of heart and good feeling people really need from listening
to music. Communicating that all things are possible if we Live, Laugh and Love. To Live our life
to fullest sharing goodness to others. To Laugh we can sustain our hopes through times of
trouble. With Love we can do great things. Airborne is the Music and Message of Today! --Tilt
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At this point in world history, the concept of maintaining a positive outlook and vibe isn't just a
nice idea... it's critical to our survival as a species. The multi-cultural contemporary jazz group
Airborne not only shares this philosophy, but has also imbued every one of their albums with it.
NEW HORIZONS, their latest project, contains a dozen brilliantly crafted examples of their
trademark jazz/island passion/urban emotion music... and once again shows Airborne to be the
pre-eminent voice for positive change for the jazz community. They truly are the "musical
peacemakers" of contemporary (Smooth Jazz). If you're already a fan, getting a copy of NEW
HORIZONS won't require a second thought. If Airborne is new to you, acquiring the project will
not only raise your positivity as you listen, but will also support the work of creative individuals
who really get what being a citizen of this world is all about! ~Scott O'Brien
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